Introduction to the 540 engraving and milling
machine light machine
Detail Introduction :
540 engraving and milling machine light machine main features:
1. The machine is made of grey iron casting, with high weight and high machining accuracy.
2. Classic machine of the company, grinding C3 screw, Taiwan-made "Yintai PMI" or ShangYin
HIWIN "H class line rail
3. Mechanical performance. The bed of the guideway surface is machined by a large grinding
machine.
4. High speed spindle can be installed to process mobile phone screens.
Main selling points:
1. Full cast iron bed, stable and high precision. It is a machine tool master for machine tool factories
and automation plants.
2. Can process aluminium alloy, copper, hard alloy, and high precision.
3. Semi-enclosed sheet metal guard, with integrated machine CNC system, the machine tool is
beautiful and upscale
4. Own processing production, quality can be controlled well. Low selling price
5. Graphite processing,, purple copper electrode processing, aluminium alloy processing, shoe mould
manufacturing, watch eye realm industry processing production of an economic carving and milling
machine.
Product use:
1. graphite processing,, purple copper electrode processing, aluminum alloy processing, shoe mould
manufacturing, watch eye realm industry processing, mobile phone hand plate processing, an
economic carving and milling machine.
2. can also be used for research and development of scientific research institutes, schools teaching,
small parts processing.
3. 540 engraving and milling machine light machine suitable for the manufacture of small and
medium-sized engraving and milling machine, CNC drilling, automatic production lines and other
machine tool products. It is an optional product for machine tool factories and industrial automation
manufacturers.
Why choose us:
1. Physical certified factories. Diamond member and audited supplier of Made in China
2. Machine tools are done by ourselves from design to production and machining assembly.
3. Low cost, quality and schedule can be controlled by our own processing. Can be made to order
4. Can be non-standard custom-made
5. With R & D personnel, 15 years of R & D accumulation, the source of technical support.
6. Good quality and competitive price.
After-sales and technical services provided:
1. One year warranty, free mailing of parts with quality problems within one year.
2. Door-to-door service is available within and outside the warranty period, with the buyer bearing the
travel costs
3. Processing training service can be provided, training fee is free in Jinan. Foreign charges are 80
USD per day and travel expenses are charged.

